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V

erbastelt.
That’s the word that fellow collector Peter Muckermann, longtime editor
of Germany’s HBw-Aktuell, used to describe this Corona that recently entered
my collection. It’s such a good word that
I think it deserves to be adopted into
English.
On ebay.de you often see typewriters advertised für Bastler. A Bastler is one
who bastelt, and basteln means to tinker—
to putter about, repairing and handcrafting things. A machine für Bastler is
like a house in need of repairs, which we
advertise in the U.S. as a “handyman’s
special.”
Verbastelt can be used as the opposite
of “original.” It means that a Bastler has
gone too far: the thing has been worked
over and overworked. Should we say
overtinkered? I prefer to just call it verbastelt.
±
Obviously there’s a story behind this
Corona. Someone painted it red and
applied silver paint over the dirty and
rusty bits. It’s missing its escapement,
and probably will never type again.
Some previous owner ixed it up as a
toy or a conversation piece. Well, at
least it does start conversations.
Which would you rather have: a
typewriter like this, or one in mint
condition? Easy question, I know. But
what I really like best is a typewriter
somewhere in between: one with
marks of use, suggestions of its
history, and laws in need of ixing. Then I can spend hours
cleaning it and repairing it.
Why? Because I’m a Bastler.
±
The oddest thing about
this Corona, as you’ve already noticed, is that it’s not

a Corona at all. In fact, it’s a Juventa, a
tiny but non-folding typewriter introduced in 1922 by an Italian company
that would later become Everest. The
Juventa was also sold under many other
entertaining names, such as Agar-Baby,
Ardita, Diadema, and Fidat. The Sabb
was an improved version of the Juventa.
Under the Corona decal there is a
shadow, invisible in this photo, of the
words “(STANDARD FOLDING
TYPEWRITER).” This dates the decal
to the 1912-1914 period, shortly after the
name Corona was introduced and the
aluminum Standard Folding was retired.
So whoever repainted this machine
must have had a 1912-1914 Corona decal on hand. But the typewriter was not
made before 1922, and would not have
been a candidate for Verbastlung for
years after that.
±
One more wrinkle: the machine has a
Spanish keyboard and came to me from
Spain (thanks to a kind tip from a friend
there). Can we conclude that our Bastler
was a typewriter mechanic in Spain who
had a drawer full of old decals?
The mystery of this conversation
piece continues. Meanwhile, so does our
series of articles on typewriters from
Spain, not just verbastelt there but manufactured there. I hope you’ll enjoy them.

W

e still know little about the Univex, which has appeared in our pages before (ETCetera no. 61).
This index typewriter was advertised as a toy around 1950. It does not have serial numbers, and
we have little information aside from the advertisement below (courtesy of Maria Victòria Carberol,
Museu de la Tècnica de l’Empordà). The name and logo are identical to those used by the Universal
Camera Corporation in the 1930s and ’40s (left). Was there any relation, or did the Spanish toys simply
steal the American company’s trademark? Alfredo Sirvent reports that a Spanish company named
Univex was in business for many years selling fountain pens and oice equipment, but in 2003, the
company was unable to provide him with any information about the typewriter. Above left: Univex,
Sirvent collection, unpainted wood base, name in center of dial, inked by a narrow ribbon. Above
center: Univex, MTE collection, black base, name below dial. Above right: Gyrus, MTE collection; a
variant inked by rollers instead of a ribbon, with a plastic guard at the printing point and a fan-shaped
body. We do not know whether the Gyrus or the Univex came irst, or whether they were marketed
simultaneously. ±

Typewriting is indispensible
in modern life
With the Univex typewriter,
children will easily be able to
start typewriting. Univex, the
marvelous typewriter, is ideal
for schoolchildren and the little
ones. At the same time as it entertains them, they can prepare
to become future typists in their
own house by means of the Univex typewriter. An ordinary toy
will cost you as much as the attractive, safe, and perfect Univex
typewriter.
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H

ere we have a story much like that of the Conqueror (ETCetera no. 78),
but 45 years later, in 1958. The Atlántida, a (unique?) prototype, was
never mass produced, even though the factory was completely ready. The
company, Atlántida Mecanográica, S.A., must have thought that the new
machine turned out so badly that they decided right away to abandon the
idea of making their own typewriter, and closed the factory before it got
started. As they had already organized a sales network in Spain, they chose
to import the latest Japy model, the “Style,” from France, and proceeded to
sell it in Spain under the name Atlántida Style, in three carriage widths (12",
16", and 19"), all with a decimal tabulator. This was a good machine, inspired
by the Hermes.
But back to the prototype: it was developed in 1958 by Atlántida Mecanográica, S.A., headquartered on Vizconde de Matamala 3, Madrid; later
their oices moved to Magallanes 40, also in Madrid. Its most important
characteristics include a carriage admitting paper 11" wide, bicolor ribbon
and stencil setting, adjustable paper injector, automatic margin setting, variable spacing, 42 keys plus shift keys, backspacer, and margin release.
Since our business was the distributor for the company’s products in
this area, we had a very important relationship with Miguel Toral, one of
the directors; we constantly asked him for the prototype, which still existed,
until one ine day the prototype arrived at last, along with a shipment of the
“Style” machines. It’s quite possible that we saved it from destruction, for the
company disappeared in a few years, Miguel Toral and his brother Tomás are
dead, and we know little else. ±
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Above: interior and underside views of
the prototype; Atlántida Style

Invented in Spain

Like many other countries, Spain has its share of
mechanical ideas that were patented but never built.
Here are two of them, submitted by Fransu Marin.

This index typewriter patented by Bernardo Olsen y Christiansen of Bilbao in 1889 is obviously an imitation of the World, right
down to the decorative elements of the base. The World was patented in the U.S. by John Becker on October 12, 1886 (as most specimens tell us); it seems that when Olsen got hold of one, he decided to create a similar machine in Spain. The Olsen design uses a full
circular index instead of the World’s semicircle. The patent application is typed in a handsome typeface, quite possibly on an Olsen
typewriter. Olsen’s name seems more Danish than Spanish, and his spelling errors might suggest that he was not a native of Spain.

More original is the “luminous typewriter” patented by Antonio Gorostegui Terán of Astillero in 1919. Instead of printing characters
on paper, it lights up characters on an electric board that contains 1100 separate lights. Specially designed typebars activate elements
of a character matrix that looks surprisingly modern; it forms characters just as our digital clocks and other readouts do, by building them out of separate horizontal and vertical bars. It is hard to avoid the impression that Gorostegui anticipated the computer
screen. However, his patent gives no indication of the purpose of the invention, and it is hard to imagine how it would be used. ±
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T

he Remer is a standard typewriter
with a 26 cm carriage, spring-driven automatic margins, bicolor ribbon,
segment shift, and a four-row keyboard
with 42 character keys. The machine is
completely enclosed in sheet metal with
chrome accents. The earliest specimens
are painted in maroon wrinkle paint, and
later ones dark in grey or black wrinkle
paint. The chassis is cast iron, as are the
carriage and the carriage rails, on which
the carriage runs on ball bearings. Two
wheels above the keyboard serve to
change the ribbon color (on the right)
and reverse the ribbon (on the left).
These typewriters were made from
poor-quality material, which explains
their lack of success. The highest serial
number we have in our collection is 2050
for the Remer, and 2107 for the Agil.
It’s possible that the name “Agil” (agile)
was inspired by the name of a distributor, say Antonio Gil. We are looking for
more concrete information about this
typewriter. We do know that its central
sales oice was on Ronda Universidad 37
in Barcelona, with branches in Madrid,
Valencia, Zaragoza, and Alicante.

Remer #0001 (Polt collection)

Alfredo Sirvent

Mechanism of the typewriter above. Perhaps due to its poor
quality, the frame broke in transit to the U.S. and had to be
repaired with glue and reinforcing bars.
Clues from decals: the original Remer decal on the back
of machine 0001 is partly covered by one reading
“Fabricada por Talleres Guacum S.A. Barcelona.” The
factory with the very unusual name Guacum seems to
have been devoted solely to typewriters, to judge from a
tiny typewriter in the letter “G.” The factory appears in
a few small ads in Barcelona’s La Vanguardia in the
mid ’0s and then disappears from the historical records.
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An unusual touch: the Remer name is stamped into the rubber feet.

This classiied ad from November 1939
indicates that Remer was originally
an oice machine dealer and service
center. REMER might be some sort
of acronym (including “Máquinas de
Escribir”?). The company decided to
launch its own brand of typewriters,
with disappointing results.
Agil (Sirvent collection)
At right, the only signiicant advertisement for the Remer, from La Vanguardia, June 8, 19.
SPEED–ELEGANCE
SMOOTHNESS–PRECISION
REMER greets its distinguished
clientele in order to introduce its
REMER typewriter to the market
The presence, qualities, and performance of the REMER make it unnecessary for us to insist on its solidity
and perfection, for all who know us
know well that the fact that it carries
the name of our irm is suicient guarantee of the typewriter.
Nevertheless, having dedicated all
our abilities and a constant and precise? efort to this project, we must
admit how diicult it would be to satisfy our ambitious aspirations in full.
Today we airm with satisfaction and
noble pride that we have completely
attained our goal: the REMER is a
completely perfect creation.
We will thank you for asking our sales
organization to demonstrate the function of this marvelous machine, and
you will be convinced that it is not a
mere typewriter—we have achieved
something exceptional, something
unknown until this day. ±
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Collector’s Corner .......................................Mario Pedrali
Ah… so many I would say! Well, on the top of
my current wish list there is the Hammonia. I
also have my eye on an amazing collection of
rare Blickensderfers which would it perfectly
in my collection … but the collector (a good
friend of mine) is hard as a rock and so this is
just a dream.

Interview by Paolo Lorenzi
Photos by Silvano Donadoni

W

e met Mario Pedrali in his typewriter
museum in Palazzolo Sull’Oglio, a
nice small town in northern Italy, halfway
between Bergamo and Brescia and just an
hour’s drive from Milan. He has probably
one of the nicest private collections of antique
typewriters in Italy. As soon as we enter his
place, we immediately recognize that we are
about to meet someone who takes things very
seriously when it comes to collecting. Everything looks so neat and in perfect order in his
museum; the typewriters are nicely displayed
on shelves and walls. But the irst thing catching our eyes is the giant shop window showing
a dummy of Mr. Giuseppe Ravizza standing
by a perfect reproduction of his invention,
the “Cembalo Scrivano.” he window is then
completed by another dummy of a secretary
in the act of typing on a Sholes and Glidden,
as well as two other lovely machines—a Ford
and a North’s. he place is quite impressive;
it’s over 300 square meters illed with shelves
containing more than 500 typewriters, some
brass and wooden cash registers, calculators,
printing devices, and other typewriter related
items. Among other notable typewriters we
spotted going through his museum there were
a Diskret, a Graphic, a Sampo, a Columbia Index, a North’s, a Crandall, and a Moya no.2.
Mr. Pedrali is a very cordial person who
made us feel at ease immediately. You can see
from his face how enthusiastic he is about his
collection, and we soon started to ask some
questions about his passion for typewriters.
When did you start collecting typewriters?
I started in the mid-80s, when among the stuf
we bought from a toy company which closed I
found also some of their old typewriters. I had
some already, but never thought to start a collection. hen little by little, I fell in love with
these machines and started to look around for
them in lea markets, and the passion became
deeper and deeper.
Your collection is quite impressive, it’s hard to
believe you gathered it piece by piece—did you?
Actually, soon ater I started to collect them, I
met the guys in the Italian Typewriter Collectors’ Association and got to be a close friend
of their former president, who was probably
responsible for giving me this contagious col-
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Any story or anecdote rom your collecting experience?

“Giuseppe Ravizza” and Mario Pedrali
with a reproduction by Adriano Bonera
of Ravizza’s 1885 “cembalo scrivano”

lecting fever for typewriters. Unfortunately,
a car accident took him away about ten years
ago. hen I bought a good lot of machines
from his collection, and that was a big step
ahead for me in both number and quality.
We noticed on your lovely shopwindow that
the Sholes & Glidden typewriter has the mark
“Remington” on the panel covering the keyboard. Do you know the reason for it?
I don’t know for sure, but I was told that Glidden didn’t want any brand to be reproduced
on their typewriters. When he died, his widow, probably in exchange for some economic
beneits, allowed Remington to put their
name on S&G typewriters—so this was probably one of the few manufactured just ater
Glidden’s death, before Remington started to
manufacture their own machines.
We have seen many interesting typewriters in
your museum, which one is your favorite?
For its good looks, my favorite is the Crandall
which I found—it is just beautiful. For the
mechanics, I think the North’s is a very fascinating machine. Of course, how could I not
mention the Ford and the Sholes, they were
both dreams which only recently I was able to
fulill. hen a recent goal I pursued was the
completion, ater very long and hard work
done with the great help of a friend, of an
almost perfect reproduction of the Cembalo
Scrivano invented by Mr. Ravizza.
Indeed all very nice and rare typewriters … and
which other machines would you like to have?

Well, I do remember when I got the very irst
few typewriters from the toy factory, there
was an early Olivetti that needed some refurbishment. I gave it to a guy to repair, but he
soon lost track of it. I was so upset that I felt
compelled to search for the same model, and
only when I found it was my disappointment
over. Maybe this was the birth of my collector’s soul. But don’t think I gave up on the
repair guy … ater more than 20 years I’m still
jokingly asking him where my machine is.
Any regret?
he only great regret is the language. Unfortunately I’ve never spoken any foreign language, so I could seldom attend international
collectors’ meetings and auctions. And the
few times I did, I had to ask assistance from
other collectors who sometimes were not so
happy to help, as I could be a harsh competitor of theirs. But I guess my wife is very happy
about my language limitations ….
—We continued with a visit to Mario’s other
museum, where he keeps historic motorbikes
and paper memorabilia, and then paid a short
call to his factory for high tech design chairs
and tables, both sites as impressive as the typewriter museum. Next time you are sitting and
relaxing in a trendy bar, restaurant or hotel
anywhere in the world, think that there is a
good probability that you are enjoying a piece
of his production. ±
Collezioni Mario Pedrali
Museo San Fedele
Piazza V. Rosa - Palazzo Zamara
Palazzolo Sull’Oglio (BS) Italy
www.collezionipedrali.it
A book about the museum and typewriter history, in Italian and English, by Paolo Lorenzi
with photos by Silvano Donadoni, is being released at the museum on September 20, with
a collectors’ meeting and market. For more information e-mail info@collezionipedrali.it.

Sholes & Glidden with
Remington decal (s.n. 2976)

New Model Crandall

Picht stenographic
Braille writer

Diskret: a simple German
code machine

Fay-Sho no. 4:
the “bronze temple”

Revilo no. 5: a nickeled, widecarriage Oliver sold in Latin
America

Electa: standard typewriter made
in small numbers in Turin

Ford

Colorful European portables adorn a wall
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Rarities in Cologne

On these pages we show some highlights of the May 1
Breker auction, courtesy of Uwe Breker and Auktion Team
Köln. This auction continued the sale of the Onondaga
Historical Association Collection. The next auction is on
November 1. First, a Sholes experimental or demonstration
model from 1878. Note that the keys, made from doorknobs,
can spell “Sholes Type Writer”!

A prototype designed by Burnham C. Stickney around 1900. This
solidly constructed understroke uses lead weights instead of springs
to return the typebars. According to Adler, the machine spaces just
before the type hits the platen.
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This Crown (the only one known) has an extraordinary keyboard mechanism vaguely resembling the Lambert, but using
typebars. For a description and drawing see Adler, The Writing Machine, p. .

This beautiful Barrett (1898), invented by Glenn J. Barrett, is the predecessor to the Fox understroke.

A Blickensderfer Electric is a very special machine—
in any condition. Serial no. 890.

Perfect: a unique name variant of the rare Alexander,
recognizable by its distinctive frame.

Remtonet: prototype of a lighter, segment-shifted Remington by John
H. Barr (who also created the Barr’s, in ETCetera #8).

This “Secretary of New York” (s.n. 119) is a very early
Emerson, complete with animal feet. No others are known.

Yaw-Way: prototype of a segment-shifted typewriter
invented by C. B. Yaw, built on a Monarch frame.

Briggs: experimental portable probably designed by Herbert A. Briggs of New York around 190. The OHA list
includes a second Briggs; will we see it in November? ±
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

L

ong before the politics of power
reached out to today’s technology of
computers, the web, and e-mail, the political agenda was implemented through
another combination of technologies that
included the typewriter. In the United
States, this pinnacle of power included the
President and the White House, which irst
employed typewriters at least as early as the
880s.2 A recently discovered original photograph from the estate of the grandson of
Jules A. Rodier provides us an image of a
moment in the rapid development of the
White House as a modern political center.3
Rodier was one of the key actors in the creation and management of a technologically
sophisticated White House communication system.
he photograph includes four men in
a room illed with the leading communication technologies of their time (902903). Among these are three Remington
#6 typewriters and one Oliver #3 machine.
hey are part of a system that visibly includes telegraphic sending and receiving
equipment and a telephone switchboard,
but also included, hidden from view, telegraphic recording equipment. he room
was known by various names, one of
which, “President’s Private Telephone and
Telegraph Bureau,” is the caption on the
photograph.
Jules A. Rodier is seated in the right of
the picture. He worked in the White House
1. Special appreciation to Derek Jensen of the White
House Museum for his assistance. hanks also go
to Lu Ann De Cunzo, Jos Legrand, Ed Neuert, Paul
Robert, Don Sutherland, and Cornelia Weil.
. Personal communication from Jos Legrand. Watch
for Jos’s article on the history of typewriters in the
White House in a future issue of ETCetera.
. Original photograph from the author’s collection.
. he name used more frequently by historians for
the room in the photograph is “Telegraph and Communications Oice.”
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as early as 898, and became a manager of
its communication system until the end of
the FDR administration (9-5). he
other identiiable subject is the man standing in the middle, Maj. Benjamin F. Montgomery. Ironically, more is known about
the Major than about the original owner of
the photograph. Montgomery held the unoicial title of “Chief Messenger and Chief
Intelligence Oicer,” but his oicial title
was simply “Telegrapher.” He was brought
to the White House as the President’s telegrapher during the Rutherford B. Hayes administration (877-88). By 900, Montgomery was so valued by then President
McKinley that the president made Montgomery a captain in the Signal Corps of the
Army and later promoted him to lieutenant colonel. hese promotions were most
likely a result of Montgomery’s service in
creating the irst large integrated communication system in the White House, the
“War Room.” Montgomery oversaw its creation during the 898 Spanish-American
War in what had been the Lincoln Sitting

Room.5 Both Montgomery and Rodier also
are seen in photographs of the War Room
dating from 898 (next page). One of these
images also includes a Remington #6, with
Montgomery sitting in front of it. Another
War Room image6 shows Montgomery on
the right and a seated Rodier in the middle
listening to telegraph signals. Montgomery
retired from his duties in the White House
by 908 with the beginning of the Tat administration, and Rodier rose to take over
many of his responsibilities. Rodier served
in the White House for more than three
additional decades.
he “Bureau” or “Telegraph and Communications Oice” photograph that includes multiple typewriters relects the late
902 to 906 period. he space then was a
. he War Room was oicially called “he Telegraph
and Cipher Bureau,” but the shorter name was used
more frequently both within and outside the White
House. On Major Montgomery, see www.oldandsold.
com/articles1n/white-house-history-1.shtml.
. Source of the irst War Room image is www.
lillevan.com/w/embeddedart/research/research/
p08_War-Room,-McKinley.jpg; the second is the
Library of Congress.

section of the temporary “Executive Oice
Building.” he EOB was created at the insistence of heodore Roosevelt almost immediately ater he assumed the presidency
following the assassination of William
McKinley. Working with his famous architect (Charles McKim), Teddy cleared away
various small structures and created the
new space that became today’s West Wing.7
he dating is based on the documented late
902 opening of the “temporary” facility
and a postmarked postcard dated Dec. ,
906, that bears a very low-quality version
of this photograph. he date is likely closer
to the earlier year of the range because a
90 image shows a typist in the room using an Underwood typewriter (probably a
#5), a more up-to-date technology.8
he four Remington #6 machines and
the Oliver #3—all of which would have
been considered leading-edge technologies
at the beginning of the 20th century—primarily were used in this nexus of political
communication as “mills” for typing up
messages received by telegraph.9 he room
was directly connected by telegraph wires
and cables with the heads of all U.S. Government departments, and contact was
maintained with Washington D.C. and
. www.whitehousemuseum.org/special/renovation190.htm
8. www.whitehousemuseum.org/west-wing/ww-oldeob.htm
9. his and much of the information on the use of
the typewriters is based upon what is documented in
190 for the War Room that preceded the new Telegraph and Communications Oice created later in
that same year. he timing is so close that it is reasonable to draw conclusions about at least some of the
major purposes of typewriters in the new room. he
best source is Walden Fawcett’s 190 article “Telegraphic and Cipher Bureau of the White House,”
Popular Science News, vol.  (September), 0-0.
Fawcett does not directly state that the typewriters
were also used for typing up telephone messages, but
that is implied.

all other major U.S. cities. he typewriters
were most frequently used for documentation during periods of unusually heavy
telegraphic traic in which the number of
messages coming in to the White House
was too great for the staf to handle. he
key solution to the problem was the development of a “graphophone”-based technology to directly record telegraphic signals.
he Graphophone was a late 9th century
recording system, similar to that developed
by homas Edison, in which Alexander
Graham Bell and others (irst) and Edison
(later) were involved. he technology was
marketed by the Columbia Phonograph
Co. beginning in 889, but the White
House staf is given implied credit for converting it to record the telegraphic messages directly. he Remingtons and the Oliver
were used ater peak communications periods to then put the recorded information
on paper for the president’s use. he singular inclusion of the Oliver was probably
based on its then fairly widely recognized

advantages in “manifolding” (making multiple carbon copies) over the Remington
design.
his and related photographs bring us
strong evidence that the typewriter was
combined with other early communications technologies to play a central role giving the leaders in the United States, and,
undoubtedly, other industrial countries, a
comparative advantage in their abilities to
lead and act politically.0 But the photograph also puts a very human face on that
reality, bringing us closer to people such as
Jules, the Major, and (just down the hall)
Teddy himself. ±
10. Other oices of the U.S. government were also using typewriters by the beginning of the 0th century.
For example, as early as 189, nearly 000 of all makes
were claimed to be in use by the government in Washington (Remington ad in Illustrated Phonographic
World of October, 189). Even if one assumes the
189 claim was a bit inlated, Remington’s 190 assertion of widespread use throughout the bureaucracy of
Washington by 190 (in Remington’s 0-page photographic trade catalog he Remington in Washington)
would be more than reasonably accurate.

Detail of the West Wing in 1902 (whitehousemuseum.org)
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A

friend of the family looked at the “Ephemera” Bar-Lock article (ETCetera #86) and
immediately pointed to an individual in the 1894
photo of workers outside the factory. She says it is
Spiro, and she may be right. What do you think?
Compare the man in the group photo to this 1892
portrait of Spiro. The man is dressed in worker’s
clothes and does not occupy a prominent position
(third row down, third from the left). But perhaps
since Spiro had his roots working as a journeyman
in his father’s watch factory, he did not want to
identify with the “suits.”
Meanwhile, grandson Charlie Spiro has sent
me two photos from Charles Spiro’s old age, and I
have reconstructed some of his history in the 20th
century. The Bar-Lock was advertised as being
made by the Columbia Typewriter Manufacturing Co. at least as late as 1907. Charles Spiro was
involved in the design of the Stearns in the 19031905 period. The Columbia Typewriter Manufacturing Co. began making the Visigraph by 1910.
It appears likely that the Visigraph Co. and the C. Spiro Manufacturing Co. were created at about the same time. Adler (1997)
argues that the Visigraph Co. became the C. Spiro Manufacturing Co. of New York City, which continued manufacturing
the Visigraph, but none of the three checked Visigraphs (of the nine known surviving examples) have been found with decals
indicating any other manufacturer than the Visigraph Co. The Visigraph Co. continued to exist into the 1920s. The Federal
Trade Commission brought charges of predatory pricing strategies against the Visigraph Co. in 1919, and in 1921 the company
sued the C. Spiro Co. (no speciics of the allegations could be found). What this all suggests is that the Columbia Typewriter
Manufacturing Co., the Visigraph Typewriter Co., and the C. Spiro Manufacturing Co. were for a signiicant period separate
and contemporary entities, all in one way or another involving Charles Spiro. While Adler may be correct that at some point the
C. Spiro Manufacturing Co. made the Visigraph Typewriter, no evidence was found for such a
conclusion. We at least know that in 1912-1913, the C. Spiro Manufacturing Co. marketed the
Rapid Pencil Sharpener. By 1920, the Visigraph was assigned by Charles Spiro to the Federal
Adding Machine Co. and became the Federal Typewriter. In that same year, Spiro Manufacturing, still based in New York City, advertised their Uniq holder for hospital charts. The company
then moved to Dobbs Ferry, New York (a village 20 miles north of New York City), where it
manufactured running boards and other auto parts. Spiro was still applying for patents concerning the Visigraph at the same time as the focus was shifting to auto parts. These photos show
the Dobbs Ferry factory and a portrait of the management in the early 1920s. Note the large image of the factory behind the group. Charles Spiro is instantly recognizable from this circa 1930
picture, irst seen in ETCetera #78 (right). His son, Frederic L. Spiro (father of Charlie Spiro) is in
the center of the back row. Frederic was the head of sales for the irm. —Peter Weil

Spiro Found?
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From Our Members

Here is our Bar-Lock 6 (#15030). The restoration was created through the very high quality work of Travis Hamric. The
machine was mechanically in poor shape, with several of the
typebars no longer connected to the key levers, and aesthetically it was a worn and ilthy mess. All nickel is original. I
found this on eBay, and bought it because of the copper alloy
shield. Travis did a fantastic job, and the result of his artistic
skills is now displayed proudly in our living room.

This Jewett 4 (#13252) is truly in mint condition. I
thought that I was buying it to sell, as I have a model 1 in the collection, but when it arrived I knew it
would be staying with me.
Martin Howard, Toronto

Peter Weil, Newark, Del.

Rapid (#392) in the collection
of Reinmar Wochinz, Munich

This Remington Junior (# S163567) has an odd keyboard
layout: the keyboard letters are lower case; the German
ß is above the 3, whereas it is usually to the right of the
9; the letters ä ö ü are usually grouped to the right on
two rows, not on three; there’s a French letter é on the
top row; and at the end of the second row from the
bottom on the right is what appears to be the sign ^.
However, when you type, it turns out to be a +.
Harold Chipman, Vienna
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Upcoming U.S. meetings

The gallery of Spanish-made typewriters was truly eye-opening. Is the
only diference between the Olivetti
Studio 46 and Studio 42 models that the
46 was made in Spain and the 42 was
made in Italy? I can see no diference
between the two other than the Hispano Olivetti name and the shape of the
ribbon selector.
Alan Seaver
Rochester, Minn.

The Victoria is an interesting rare
machine; it doesn’t have a special design for me, but the spacebar is the best I
have ever seen, with the Spanish coat of
arms.
Stellios Peios
Madrid
My favorite part of the new issue was
reading Jett Morton’s great little typewriter poem and seeing his new display
shelves. As a “closet” poet myself, I really can enjoy his work! Go Jett! I always
enjoy Peter Weil’s old photos and the
stories behind them. And now that I saw
the “grabber” Monarch, I think I want
the Mustang too! Kudos to Richard Polt
for giving his daughter a ire-engine red
Smith-Corona and encouraging her to
write a home newspaper. (You go girl!)
Mike Brown
Philadelphia

Marketplace
For sale: Sholes & Glidden
#A530 (treadle machine, factory converted to Perfected)
and Imperial Visible #1407
(oblique frontstroke).
E-mail Jef Vanevenhoven,
vanevenj@uww.edu.
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Nov. 1: Travis Hamric, H.C. 69 Box 9,
Frametown, WV 26623, 304-364-5685,
travis@tttypewriters.com
If you’re interested in hosting
a meeting, contact Travis
Hamric (above), Mike Brown
(typex1@aol.com), or Richard Polt.

New on the Shelf

Items in red from OHA
Richard Amery: Imperial Regent
Stefan Beck: Edland
Lars Borrmann: Blick 7 w/ DRTNSEAOIU
kbd., Europa portable
Uwe Breker: Crown
Don Feldman: Bennett, Daugherty, Jewett
Heidi and Marco Frei: Stickney prototype
Thomas Fürtig: Barrett, blue & gold Mignon, gold-plated Torpedo 14 portable
Travis Hamric: Blick 7, Pittsburg 12
Bert Kerschbaumer: Commercial 5, Crandall Vis. 4, Imperial Vis., International
Electric, Visigraph, Yaw-Way, Typo A
Jos Legrand: Remtonet
Flavio Mantelli: partial Blick Electric,
Sholes model
Ed Neuert: 2 early Blick 5’s, Fox Sterling,
Olympia SG1, Reliance, Woodstock 4
Maddie Parra: American index 2, New
Franklin, New Century Caligraph 5,
Reliance Visible
Richard Polt: Alpina Baby, Byron Mark I,
Cole Steel, Juventa, nickeled Oliver 5,
Olympia SG1, Ortekh
Herman Price: Bar-Lock 11 wide carr.,
Briggs, Remington 9 Japanese, Standard
Folding #516, Sun 2B, maroon Barr
Universal, Caligraph 1 (larger),
Demountable 1, Fürstenberg
John Pulley: Blick 7, Postal 3
Alan Seaver: 1936 AZERTY Imperial Good
Companion, 1933 Deutsche Remington
Sirvent bros.: Amata #1857, Edison Mimeograph TW 1 #1423, Fay-Sho 4 bronze,
Ingersoll #23, red Orga Privat #158183,
Peerless #4042, Perfect 4 #1400,
Radio #1640, Trew’s practice kbd., Williams 1 curved #1682
Don Sutherland: early Blick 5 telegraphic,
wide-carriage Demountable 2
Carl Strange: Erika 5, Smith Premier 2,
Triumph Durabel
Mark Taf: Daugherty
Wim Van Rompuy: white “Jubilee” Rem.
10 #QQQ, Rem. Noiseless 9 #10001
Peter Weil: Petermann Standard Folding
prototype
Jay Williams: Noiseless 4
Reinmar Wochinz: Salter 5

Robert Messenger, left, and Richard Amery present “The Centenary of the Corona Typewriter” in
Canberra on June . Acording to Richard Milton’s
history of the Standard Folding and the Corona ,
Benn Conger saw the SFT being used on a train
“sometime in early 1909,” and acquired the Rose
Typewriter Company in July 1909 (Otto Petermann joined it in Groton on August 1, 1909).
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That nickel-plated Victoria 2 on the
cover is just the beginning of neat machines that are new to me (and, I bet,
most of us), including many portables
that rarely were available outside Spain.
The Majuguin covered in wood was the
biggest surprise for me.
Peter Weil
Newark, Del.

Sept. 19: Chris Ryan, 2 Mason Ct.,
Amesbury, MA 01913, 978-388-3580,
christopherryan@rocketmail.com

A

Letters

no. 80, June 2009
• Tellatouch, for the deaf & blind
• IBM 6750 thermal typewriter
• Remington 11: an error in Martin
• Alpina DT33: lowest key row serves
as decimal tabulator
• Mitterhofer & Johann W. Klein’s
needle type system

July 2009
• Meetings in Tufertschwil, Switzerland & Rheda-Wiedenbrück, Germ.
• New Zech antique oice museum
in Saalfelden, Austria
• Contributions wanted for Ernst
Martin memorial plaque (contact
Richard Polt for details)

Vol. 21, no. 3, August 2009
• MacKinley Blick
• Displaying your collection
• A tale of three Coronas
• TW repairman Mason Whitlock
• Dan Post & G. C. Mares

This back issue of
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